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The rates of conformational change and the activation 
parameters for various processes have been studied for a large 
number of systems, both as neat liquids and in solution, by use 
of high-resolution NMR line shape analysis.1 The technique 
applies to values of conformer lifetime, T ~ (Au))-1, where Au 
is the chemical shift between conformers. Since Aco for organic 
molecules is not larger than a few ppm, except in unusual in
stances, and since the temperature region below the freezing 
point of the liquid may not be investigated by this technique, 
there are motional processes that cannot be studied, in par
ticular, low activation energy, rapid motions. The scope of 
molecular motion studies can be increased dramatically by use 
of the pulsed NMR technique to measure relaxation times {T\, 
T\p, and T\ D) and second moments with solid and glass sam
ples. Studies of this type can probe motional frequencies from 
~103 to ~108 Hz. The technique is particularly useful for the 
study of rapid motions, i.e., processes for which activation 
barriers are less than 10 kcal/mol. 

We wish to report an application of the pulsed NMR tech
nique in the study of the molecular motions in the tricy
clic system 6,12,12-trimethyl-5,6-dihydro-7/f,12#-di-
benzo[c,/][l,5]silazocine, IA, which contains a central 
eight-membered ring with silicon and nitrogen heteroatoms.2 

Two idealized conformations are possible for azocine systems, 
such as I. The twist-boat (flexible) conformer is exhibited in 
the solid state by ID3 and the boat-chair (rigid) conformer was 
reported for IC.4 Conformational equilibria of solutions of I 
(X = CH2; R = Me, H, CD2C6H5, CHMe2, CMe3) have been 
studied by means of variable temperature NMR and results 
rationalized in terms of TB *=* TB, BC ±± BC, and TB <=t BC 
processes.5 The twist-boat conformer is exhibited by the sila-
zocine, IB, in the solid state as confirmed by a solid state x-ray 
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have, as we have, found that pNP- insertion into a-CD leads to an enhanced 
shielding of H3 while H5 is affected very little. Insertion of pNP- into (S-CD, 
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IA X - Si I t2 J R - I t 

B X - SiI t2 •' R " 1-fcJ 

c X = Ot2 : R - I t 

D X - CH2 ; R - t-Bu 

study.2 The solution NMR spectra of I (X = SiMe2; R = Me, 
CMe3, CH2Ph, C6Hn) are identical (except for protons at
tributed to the exocyclic R group) at room temperature and 
all exhibit a singlet for the benzyl (-CH2-) ring protons and 
the singlet persists for both IA and IB down to —60 0C. These 
observations suggest the presence of a single conformer, the 
flexible twist-boat conformer, in solution; however, we were 
unable to measure the value of the activation barrier using high 
resolution NMR. Pulsed NMR studies on a solid sample of IA 
have enabled the activation barrier for the ring flexing motion 
to be determined and have also enabled other molecular mo
tions to be identified and characterized. We presently report 
the results of the study on solid IA. 

Experimental Section 

Sample. The compound, IA, was synthesized by the reaction of 
bis(o-bromomethylpnenyl)dimethylsilane with methylamine in CCI4.2 

The solid was recrystallized from heptane, and the sample was placed 
in a closed glass container for study. 
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Figure 1. Proton NMR relaxation times of dibenzosilazocine vs. reciprocal 
temperature. 

NMR Measurements. Proton NMR measurements were made 
using a polaron (Watford, England) high power (2.5 kW) pulsed 
NMR spectrometer operating at 60 MHz. The rf field is continuously 
variable up to 60 G, corresponding to a 90° pulse width of 1 us. The 
recovery time of the spectrometer following a pulse is 4-5 /xs. 

The T] measurement was done by use of a 90-T-90 pulse sequence.6 

Values of T] were obtained from the plot of log (A/„ - M) vs. T, where 
M is the intensity of the Bloch decay6 immediately following the 
second pulse and M„ is M when T = <*>. The values of M were obtained 
from the trace of a storage oscilloscope; a Tektronix 549, with a writing 
speed of 2 fis/cm, was used. 

The measurement of Tlp was done by use of a 90° pulse followed 
immediately by a long "spin locking" pulse of duration T, which is 
phase shifted by 90° from the first pulse. Values of Tlp were obtained 
from the plot of log M vs. T, where M is the intensity of the Bloch 
decay immediately following the long pulse. The Polaron spectrometer 
is especially stabilized to give a long pulse (up to 10 s) without ap
preciable droop. For the Tlp studies, an rf field (H]) of 28.6 G was 
used. 

The measurement of T]D was done by a three-pulse sequence, 
9 0 - T ' - 4 5 T - 4 5 , proposed by Jeener,7 where T' is less than T2, and the 
second pulse is phase shifted by 90° from the first pulse. The third 
pulse is the "read" pulse and it is in phase with the first pulse. Values 
of T]D were obtained from the plot of log M vs. T, where M is the 
maximum intensity of the signal ("dipolar" signal) following the third 
pulse. 

Values of the second moment8 were obtained from analysis of the 
Bloch decay following a single 90° pulse and from analysis of the 
"solid echo," 9 I 0 following a 90-T-90 pulse sequence, in which r is 
slightly longer than the recovery time of the system (~5 \xs) and the 
second pulse is phase shifted by 90° from the first pulse. For the Bloch 
decay following a 90° pulse, one may write: 

""O-ir'^ir'4-") (D 

but the initial portion of the decay is lost in the recovery time of the 
system. The "solid echo" is a good approximation to the true Bloch 
decay with our spectrometer since distortion terms are present in t4 

and higher order, but our recovery time is short enough that the dis
tortion terms are negligible. Furthermore, for the compound IA, the 
Bloch decay was found to be Gaussian within experimental error. 
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Figure 2. Proton NMR second moments of dibenzosilazocine vs. tem
perature. 

Thus, values of M2 were obtained from the plot of log M vs. t2, in a 
straightforward and rapid manner. 

Experimental Results 

The experimental relaxation times are presented in Figure 
1. Values of T\, T\p, and T\ 0 are plotted on a log scale vs. re
ciprocal temperature; temperature increases from left to right 
on the abscissa. The experimental second moments are pre
sented in Figure 2. Values of Af2 are plotted vs. temperature. 
These parameters were studied over the temperature range 85 
to 326 K (just below the melting point, 328 K). 

The most rapid motion (I) that is observed gives rise to the 
minimum in T1 at 1 0 3 / J T = 10.7 (93 K). The Zeeman relax
ation time, T], is affected to a good approximation only by a 
motion with frequency near the Larmor frequency (60 MHz) 
and can be described by the Bloembergen, Purcell, and Pound 
(BPP) theory.1' This is a "weak collision" theory and it pre
dicts: 

I/T]= C]J(W0) + C2J(Iw0) (3) 

where wo = yH0 is the Larmor frequency in the static magnetic 
field H0, C] and C2 are constants, and J(w) is the spectral 
density function for the motion. For a random motion, char
acterized by an exponential correlation function, one may 
write: 

J(w) = TC/(1 +wW) (4) 

where rc is the correlation time of the motion, which is usually 
assumed to follow an Arrhenius expression: 

TC = T0 exp (£ A / kT ) . 

Equation 3 can be rewritten for solid samples: 

— =-72Af2 n , 
J 1 3 

f rc 4TC 1 
°d Ll +CO0

2Tc2 1+4CO0
2Tc2J 

(5) 

(6) 

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio and: 

Af2mod = Af2(IoW) - Af2(high) (7) 

Af 2mod is the portion of Af2 which is modulated by the motion, 
Af2(I0W) is the limiting value of Af2 when the motion is too slow 
to affect the line, and Af2(hign) is the limiting value of Af2 when 
the motion is sufficiently rapid to cause the line to be motion-
ally narrowed. Equation 6 predicts a minimum value for T] 
when: 

( 2 ) . WQTc = V0/Vc = 0.616 (8) 
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where vc = (2XTC)_I is the correlation frequency in Hz and VQ 
= w0/2w is the Larmor frequency in Hz. Thus, at the minimum 
in T] at 93 K, motion I is characterized by vc = 9.72 X 107 Hz. 
Equations 5 and 6 indicate that an estimate of EA can be ob
tained from the gradient on either side of the minimum. On 
the high temperature side of the T\ minimum (103/T between 
8.0 and 9.5), there is a small contribution to the observed T] 
(^i (obsd)) from an additional motion T1A, which must be 
subtracted according to: 

1 _ 1 1 
T] 7"l(obsd) ^ i A 

(9) 

The gradient of 7"i(obSd) corresponds to EA *> 1.8 kcal/mol, but 
the gradient of T\ from eq 9 gives EA = 2.34 kcal/mol. Thus 
motion I is characterized by rc = (7.6 X 1O-12) exp(2.34 X 
\03/RT). This motion is attributed to reorientation of the 
methyl groups about their respective C3 axes. This motion will 
be discussed further below. 

The next most rapid motion (II) to be observed gives rise to 
several effects. In Figure 1, the T\ minimum at 103/T = 4.85 
(206 K), the T\p minimum at 7.81 (128 K), and the minimum 
in TiD at 9.35 (107 K) are all attributed to this motion; in 
addition, the break in M2 between 100 and 120 K in Figure 2 
is also attributed to this motion. The Zeeman relaxation time, 
T], can be treated as described above. T\p is the time charac
terizing the relaxation of "Zeeman" order in the rotating 
frame. A "weak collision" BPP type theory12 predicts: 

T] 
• = CV(«o) + C2p/(2o>0) + C3pJ(2wp) (10) 

where u>p = yHp is the resonance frequency in the effective 
field in the rotating frame and C\p, C2p, and C3p are constants. 
In this case H9 = H]. Equation 10 can be rewritten for solid 
samples: 

1 - I*, r 

+ 5 ^ + 1 ^ 1 (11) 
1 + O)0

2Tc2 1 + 4U0
2Tc2J U U 

which reduces to: 

—— = y2M2mod . c
 2 2 T] p 1 + 4CO/TC

Z 

in the vicinity of the T\p minimum, which occurs when cc = 2vp 
= 2yH\ = 2.45 X 105 Hz. T]0 is the time characterizing the 
relaxation of "dipolar" order.13 Theories for this process are 
•known for two limiting cases, (a) the "weak collision" case in 
which TC « r2(rl), the spin-spin relaxation time of the rigid 
lattice, and (b) the "strong collision" case in which TC » 7"2(rl). 
The former case applies roughly to the high temperature arm 
of the T] D minimum and the latter case applies roughly to the 
low temperature arm. The dipolar relaxation rate calculated 
from the "weak collision" theory is: 

- J - = C]DJ(w0) + C20J (2m) + C30J(O) (13) 
J ID 

and that calculated from the "strong collision" theory14 is: 

l/T]D = 2(\-p)/rc (14) 

where p is a geometrical parameter which takes into account 
any correlation in the local fields before and after collision. A 
theory for the T\ 0 minimum is unknown; however, it has been 
suggested15 that the two cases can be joined by a heuristic 
approach giving: 

1 
T]0 

= CW(CO0) + C2DJ(2w0) + C30J(OL) (15) 

where COL * yH\_ is the resonance frequency in the local (di
polar) field. Thus, a T\ 0 minimum is predicted when OOLTC ~ 
1, in this case when pc ~ 104 Hz. 

The second moment of the NMR line is defined8 by: 

M = y2f(w ~ w™x)2g(w) da) 

J"g(«) dco 

where the integral is taken over the central portion of the NMR 
line of shape g(w). In regions in which M2, and thus the line 
width SH, are temperature dependent, the correlation fre
quency can be estimated16 from: 

(16) 

cc = ay5H tan 
(5H)2 - (5H)2' 

(17) high 

l (cW) 2
l o w - (cW) 2

h ighJJ 
where (8H)]0V/ is the line width when the motion is too slow to 
affect the line (low temperature limit), (8H)high is the line 
width when the motion is sufficiently rapid to cause the line 
to be motionally narrowed (high temperature limit), and a is 
a constant of order unity.17 As stated above, we have found the 
lines to be Gaussian in this case; thus, (8H)2 = 4M2 and eq 17 
becomes: 

vc = 2ayM2^
2 tan -

2 

M2-M 2(high) 

M2(I0W) — M 2(high)J 
(18) 

The relationship between relaxation time minima and the 
second moment transition is clearly illustrated by motion II. 
The TID minimum at 107 K corresponds to the onset of the 
transition in M2; the Tlp minimum at 128 K corresponds 
roughly to the middle of the M2 transition;18 the T\ minimum 
at 206 K occurs in the flat region'9 of M2 = M2(high), well be
yond the transition. 

Correlation frequencies for motion II were obtained from 
the minima in T], T\p, and T] 0 by use of the above expressions, 
and these are presented in Figure 3. The large uncertainty in 
Cc from the T] 0 minimum is a consequence of the uncertainty 
in the theory. Also shown in Figure 3 is one point obtained from 
the observed value of T]p at 103/7" = 10.0, using the SIi-
chter-Ailion (SA) analysis,14 in the slow motion limit: 

1 _ 2 ( 1 - p ) / i L
2 

H]2+ HL
2 (7) (19) 

In this expression, p is a quantity similar to that in eq 14, 
(12) H] = 28.6 G, and HL

2 = V3M2,
20 which we assume to be V3-

^2mod- There is an uncertainty in values of TC calculated from 
this expression due to uncertainty in the value of p.21 A range 
of vc values was calculated using a range of p values in eq 19, 
as shown in Figure 3. This point will be discussed below. From 
Figure 3, it can be seen that vc values covering about five orders 
of magnitude are obtained from this motion II.22 The activa
tion energy for this motion, from Figure 3, is EA = 4.14 kcal/ 
mol. The motion is characterized by: rc = (6.7 X 10~14) 
exp(4.14 X I03/^?7"). Estimates of ZiA can also be made from 
the gradients on either side of minima, after correction is made 
from contributions from other motions. This procedure is in 
general not as accurate as that used in Figure 3, and lower 
estimates of EA are obtained. In this case, values ranging from 
3.1 to 3.7 kcal/mol are obtained from the gradients. 

Correlation frequencies for motion II were also obtained 
from the M2 transition of Figure 2 by use of eq 18. Absolute 
values of vc cannot be obtained without a knowledge of a. Thus 
values of log (vQ/a) vs. 103/T are plotted in Figure 4. This plot 
gives a value of E\ = 3.9 kcal/mol, with considerable experi
mental scatter. Comparison of Figures 3 and 4 shows that a 
~ 1 for this motion. We assign motion II to flexing of the 
C-N-C segment in the central ring; this motion will be dis
cussed below. 

The third motion (III) to be observed gives rise to the neg
ative slope in T]0 for 103/T between 3.8 and 4.6. This indicates 
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Figure 3. Correlation frequencies of dibenzosilazocine obtained from re
laxation time data vs. reciprocal temperature. 

the onset of a new motion with an approximate EA ~ 6.2 
kcal/mol, after correction is made for the contribution to the 
observed T\ D in this temperature range from motion II ac
cording to an equation similar to eq 9. A discontinuity is ob
served in TiD at 1 0 3 / r = 3.8 (-10 0C) and the slope of T10 
is positive for temperatures just above the discontinuity. Figure 
2 also shows a discontinuity at the same temperature. This 
discontinuity is attributed to a low enthalpy phase change. 
Studies made on a differential scanning calorimeter23 show 
an extremely small peak at ~6 0C. Thus, the phase change is 
probably a minor modification in the structure, which gives 
rise to a slightly lower value of M2, about 1 G2 lower. The 
motion (III) controlling T ID in the vicinity of the discontinuity 
is probably associated in some way with the phase change, and 
as the compound undergoes the phase change, the time scale 
of this motion is changed discontinuously. T\ and T\p are still 
controlled by the flexing motion (II) in this temperature region. 
Since there are no minima in relaxation times or transitions 
in M2 associated with motion III, it cannot be characterized 
further, and thus a definite assignment cannot be made. 
However, it is possible that the motion could involve inversion 
at the N in the central ring. This point will be discussed 
below. 

The fourth motion (IV) to be detected results in a negative 
slope in T[D for 103/T between 3.0 and 3.4, just below the 
melting point. This motion has an activation energy EA « 22 
kcal/mol and it is probably reorientation of the entire molec
ular structure in a more or less isotropic manner. This is pre
sumably the onset of motion which leads to melting. This type 
of motion has been observed for benzene and other molecules.24 

It is possible that this motion may involve to some extent a 
conformational change of the central ring from twist-boat (TB) 
to boat-chair (BC) form.5 

A summary of the experimental parameters for motions 
I-IV is presented in Table I. 

Discussion 

Second moments may be calculated by use of the theory of 
Van Vleck,25 which predicts, for a rigid polycrystalline sam
ple: 

Figure 4. Correlation frequencies of dibenzosilazocine obtained from 
second moment data vs. reciprocal temperature. 

Table I. Observed Motions for Dibenzosilazocine 

Motion 

I 
II 

III 
IV 

Tentative 
assignment 

CH3 rot. 
C-N-C flex 
(N inversion) 

Molecular rot. 
(TB ^ BC) 

EA, 
kcal/mol 

2.34" 
4.14* 

6.2C 

22^ 

TO, S 

7.6 X 10"12 

6.7 X 10-'4 

! Estimated experimental error ±0.3 kcal/mol. * Estimated ex
perimental error ±0.1 kcal/mol. c Estimated experimental error ±0.5 
kcal/mol. d Estimated experimental error ±1 kcal/mol. 

where M2(v\) is the "rigid lattice" value of M2 in G2, n is the 
number of protons in the sample, and /•_,* is the distance be
tween protons j and k in A. The sum is taken over all proton 
pairs in the sample. This expression omits contributions from 
13C, 14N, and 29Si, which are negligible in this case. For con
venience, M2 can be separated into intramolecular and inter-
molecular parts: 

M2 = M2intra + Winter (21) 

715 9 
M2(A) = ^^- Zrjr6 

n j>k 
(20) 

in which M2\Mtii is evaluated for a single molecule and M2mtr 
is usually evaluated for one or two nearest neighbors, since 
rJk ~

6 falls off rapidly with distance. 
We have evaluated M2[Mn from the x-ray structure of N-

tert- butylsilazocine analogue,3 with replacement of a methyl 
group for the ferf-butyl group and use of 1.00 A C-H bond 
distances. The bond angles at the N-methyl group were allowed 
to vary until the repulsions were minimized; the calculation 
was done by use of a computer. Values of r^ were then calcu
lated from this "rigid lattice" structure, from which M2\Mn 
was calculated by use of eq 20. Inspection of the contributions 
from all the 210 proton pairs shows that M2^n can be broken 
up into intragroup and intergroup contributions, with the latter 
arising only frorn relatively close groups. These results are il
lustrated in Figure 5, in which numerical values are in G2, and 
the value of Af 2intra is simply the sum of all terms, 36.1 G2. The 
value of M2imer cannot be calculated without knowledge of the 
crystal structure, which has not been determined for the mol
ecule. An approximate value of 6 G2 has been suggested for 
substances containing many protons;26,27 however, calculations 
done by us on similar systems28 indicate that the value of 
Winter for this mo}ecule is about 4 G2. Thus we estimate 
M2(A) =40.1 ± 2 G2. Examination of Figure 2 shows that the 
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9.20 

Figure 5. Calculated intragroup and intergroup contributions to the rigid 
lattice second moment of dibenzosilazocine: i designates an intergroup 
contribution; * designates interaction of a ring proton with both Si-methyl 
groups. 

rigid lattice value of M2 is not observed at the lowest temper
ature attained in this study, and thus the NMR line is narrowed 
by motion at 90 K. There is a small flat region just below the 
AZ2 transition in Figure 2, and this can be used for comparison 
with AZ2 values calculated assuming a certain motion, in this 
case reorientation of methyl groups about their C 3 axes. The 
small flat region corresponds to A/2(high) = AZ2(Me rot.)- The 
value of A/2 for methyls rapidly reorienting can be calculated 
by use of a reduction factor.27 If it is assumed that the methyl 
groups are randomly reorienting at a rapid rate about their 
respective C 3 axes, the methyl contributions to AZ2 are reduced 
to exactly 1A its rigid lattice value.27 The appropriate intergroup 
contributions are also reduced substantially, and for simplicity, 
we assume the same factor 1A, since this contribution is rela
tively small. We assume a reduction29 in A/2inter to 2.5 G2, 
which gives a total value AZ2(Me rot.) = 16.6 ± 2 G2. This is in 
good agreement with the observed value 17.4 G2. 

The AZ2 transition which we attribute to flexing of the 
C-N-C group should be characterized by M2(high) = AZ2(DeX), 
which corresponds to the flat portion of Figure 2 between 160 
and 250 K. This value is relatively difficult to calculate since 
it requires a knowledge of the details of the motion. However, 
an approximate calculation can be done for an assumed motion 
model. Examination of Dreiding models indicates that the 
flexing of the central ring at the C-N-C group modulates the 
angle of the CH2 interproton vector, the axis of CH3 reorien
tation, and various intergroup interactions (both angles and 
distances). In fact, the motion probably modulates all inter
actions to a greater or lesser extent, but we will consider only 
the major contributions. To proceed with the calculation, we 
must first consider the theory of Van Vleck in more detail. The 
basic expression predicts: 

M1 oc £ Mjk
2 

j>k 

in which: 

MJk = (3 cos2 6Jk - l ) / > ~ 3 (22) 

and Qjk is the angle between proton pair vector rjk and the 
applied field HQ. Molecular motions such as reorientation of 
the CH3 axis and CH2 rocking affect only 8jk for the intra
group contribution, but they affect both djk and rjk for the 
intergroup contribution. For the CH2 rocking motion, we will 
consider a two state model with motion through an angle of 
90°. The expressions of Andrew and Eades30 may be solved 
for this motion to give a factor [ 1 + 3 cos2 8]/4 where 8 is the 
angle of the motion. This factor is 1A for 8 = 90°. We assume 
that the N - C H 3 bond moves through 90°, which also gives a 
factor 1A for the N-CH3 contribution to AZ2. We also assume 
that the intermolecular contribution is reduced to 2 G2. This 

c c 

•\ A 
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Figure 6. Conformations for the central ring flexing of dibenzosilazocine. 
N inversion is shown in each conformer. 

gives AZ2(fiex) = 10.1 ± 2 G2, which is in good agreement with 
the observed value, 10.7 G2. 

The use of eq 19 to calculate rc in the "strong collision" limit 
requires a knowledge of p. The value of p may be calculated 
from expressions given by Slichter and Ailion14 if a model for 
the ring flexing motion is assumed. As stated above, molecular 
models indicate that when the ring jumps from one flexible 
conformer to the other, each methylene interproton vector 
changes by about 90°. Thus the contribution to T\9 from 
methylene protons during ring flexing can be calculated from 
a two-state model characterized by angles <£o and <f>o + ir/2. 
There will also be an intramolecular contribution to T\„ from 
other proton pairs and an intermolecular contribution. For
tunately, the contribution to AZ2m0d for this motion from 
methylene protons is much larger than all other contributions, 
and thus we consider only methylene protons. Following Sli
chter and Ailion,14 we obtain: 

= 2 ( 1 - 3 sin2 8H + 9 sin4 8H sin2 0O cos2 <t>0) 
P 2 - 6 sin2 0H + 9 sin4 0H(sin4 0O + cos4 4>0) 

where 0H is the angle between the rotation axis and the strong 
field HQ, and ^ 0 is the azimuthal angle for the orientation of 
the interproton pair vector.14 A numerical powder average over 
#H and 4>o yields/) = —0.16. We have calculated vQ values from 
eq 19 assuming 0 > p > —0.32 as shown in Figure 3. It should 
be pointed out that the "weak collision" limit result, eq 12, 
yields essentially the same numerical result. 

The question of pyramidal inversion at N for this compound 
is an interesting one. Activation barriers for N inversion are 
strongly dependent on molecular structure.3 1 3 5 However, a 
barrier >6 kcal/mol appears to be reasonable for N inversion 
in this case. If we consider this motion to occur along with ring 
flexing, there would be an additional reduction in AZ2 by about 
0.6 G2, using the above described reduction factor. This gives 
AZ2 (flex + N inv.) = 9.5 ± 2 G2, which is also consistent with 
the observed value within experimental error; thus, no definite 
conclusion can be drawn as to whether motion II is ring flexing 
or ring flexing + N inversion. Some insight into the nature of 
motion II is gained by examination of Dreiding models, which 
suggests that the flex motion conformers are as illustrated in 
Figure 6. N inversion can then occur only in either ring flex 
conformer but not during the flexing process, and the flexing 
motion can only occur when the N-methyl is equatorial. Thus 
the flex motion and the N inversion must be concerted in some 
sense. It should be noted here that the observed barrier for 
methyl reorientation (2.3 kcal/mol) suggests that the steric 
hindrance for the methyls is not unusually large.36 

It is also possible that motion III could be N inversion, since 
the observed change in AZ2 for the phase transition is ~ 1 G2. 
However, a phase transition will certainly affect AZ2inlcr and 
since this factor cannot be calculated for an uncharacterized 
phase transition, no conclusion can be drawn as to this possible 
assignment for motion III. 

Finally, it does not appear that N inversion without ring 
flexing can account for the AZ2 transition in Figure 2, since this 
would correspond to AZ2(N inv.) = 14.4 ± 2 G2 (using the above 
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Table II. Observed and Calculated Second Moments (G2) 

Structure 

Rigid 
Me rot. 
N inv. 
Flex 
Flex + N inv 

^2mtra 

36.1 
14.1 
12.4 
8.1 
7.8 

Winter 

4 
2.5 
2 
2 
1.7 

Scaled 

40.1 ± 2 
16.6 ± 2 
14.4 ± 2 
10.1 ± 2 
9.5 ± 2 

A/:0b*d 

17.4 

10.7 
10.7 

treatment), which is not consistent with the experimental ob
servation. These results are summarized in Table II. 
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Abstract: Applications of magnetic resonance to the study of radiolysis are illustrated. The products of radiolytically produced 
radicals exhibit CIDNP when examined, seconds after their creation, by NMR. Irradiation with a pulsed electron beam (3 
MeV) was carried out in variable magnetic fields and the irradiated solutions were transferred to the NMR sample tube using 
a fast flow system. Aqueous solutions of methanol, iodomethane, ethylene glycol, acetate, and chloroacetate were studied. In 
these systems CIDNP in numerous products and starting materials can be observed. The "primary radicals" of radiolysis ellq~ 
and H play a significant role in the polarization pathways. Applicability of the radical pair model of CIDNP to radiation chem
istry is illustrated. 

In radiolysis when dilute aqueous solutions are irradiated 
practically all the energy absorbed is deposited in water mol
ecules and the observed chemical changes are brought about 
indirectly via the radical products.4 The primary radicals 
produced in water radiolysis are OH, eaq~, and H. These 
radicals react with themselves and with solutes dissolved in 
water. In this work we will be primarily concerned with radicals 
produced by OH abstraction from organic alcohols and acids 
and by the eaq~~ dissociative electron capture in alkyl halides. 
Both primary and secondary radicals in pulse radiolysis have 

been studied using several methods; the fast optical detection 
and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) are two such 
techniques.4 

For some time now, we have been interested in applications 
of magnetic resonance to the study of pulse radiolysis, espe
cially in the various manifestations of the chemically induced 
magnetic polarization phenomena. The observation of non-
equilibrium electron spin populations in radicals, the so-called 
chemically induced dynamic electron polarization (CIDEP), 
in the microsecond domain5'6 and the observation of the re-
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